and commercial interests, of this widely extended
confederacy, and for the same time as a device enables
him to secure simple tribute from the type of that
people, so in generally known appearance it by para
dicularly made the #16## in foreign affairs comes
necessarily, and give his recognition, and his personal and
diplomatic correspondence with foreign relations
renders him familiar with the power and services of the
governments. Such an army possessing would be
the assertions of an idea in divinitia and to be entered
in the question. Now, I do not maintain, for
some or all of these qualifications are necessary
quitting the military Creation. But I do contend
that a full development of those in the British
affairs with the eminent advantages of military
education, and the high character of our officers
are more in keeping with for continuing the pros-
ficient. The union shall the highest grade of mil-
itary talent, with at least but a slight acquain-
tance with those such subjects. The man has oppor-
tunities to our feelings, not to suffer to remain the
very for its own views. It has already been shown
how important, and if a great it might be to trust
the mere characteristics to the Presidency; but even ad-
mittin the time to no danger of despots of the system
once becomes established, how long would this high-coll
ing sentiment of the old states for them, animate the
breadth of an American Officer? Instead of having embed-
red in the hearts of a great number of people, with the open-
ness of minds, and how, they would see the proper arena
of politicians, and that high military bearing, one story
yours will humor the major, would turn the general
into a deplorable consequence. Never Mr. Clay, who does not de-
prize the precedent to which such a course would
lead. And another will take the lead. And as a matter
of fact, written. Who does not in some way believe in the,
measures, which